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TV Station in Tennessee’s Upper Cumberland Region
Written by, and reprinted with permission from Cynthia Littleton, Managing Editor, Television, Variety magazine.

WCTE launched as a PBS affiliate in 1978 specifically to address
the black hole of TV service. Magura, a lifelong Upper Cumberland resident, came to the station as its first student intern in
1980, and she never left. She’s been CEO for the past 10 years.
WCTE carries a wide range of PBS-provided programming. But
it also covers area sports, parades, county fairs, music festivals
(of which there are many), agricultural issues, local and state
government, and “all the things that really enrich a rural region,”
Magura says.
Two WCTE-produced shows that are distributed nationally by
PBS are Bluegrass Underground, which features roots music acts
performing in local caves; and Jammin’ at Hippie Jack’s, another
Americana music showcase.
“I see us as a curator of our culture,” Magura says. “We have a
strong commitment to show the pride in our region. We hear
from our viewers about what it means to them all the time.”

Featuring Jere Whitson Elementary student (2016) Deauna “Cupcake” Mitchell, WCTE
received an Emmy nomination for this “Hey Parents” spot as part of the station’s
educational outreach, and in conjunction with the CPB Ready To Learn initiative.

M

ost local TV stations have a community relations department. Few are quite as proactive as the staffers of PBS affiliate
WCTE-TV in Cookeville, Tennessee, where WCTE’s President &
CEO Becky Magura recently climbed a tree to adjust the antenna for
two elderly sisters who rely on WCTE as their primary source of news,
information and entertainment.
For thousands of viewers in the Appalachian region known as Upper
Cumberland, WCTE is not a luxury — it’s a lifeline. “When an emergency
comes, we’re the ones that tell them,” Magura says. “We are part of the
backbone of public safety around here.”
WCTE is among the dozens of public TV and radio stations around the
country that could go off the air if the Trump administration succeeds
in defunding the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The budget
proposal submitted to Congress last week by President Trump calls for
eliminating federal funding of the CPB, which received about $445 million a year during the Obama administration. About two-thirds of CPB’s
budget is distributed to local TV and radio stations.
CPB money accounts for 40% of WCTE’s annual operating budget, which
is a little less than $2 million. The foundational support provided by the
CPB greatly enables the station’s fundraising efforts and grant solicitations, Magura says.
WCTE is the only local TV station that the majority of the 343,430
residents of the 14 small counties that comprise Upper Cumberland
can receive with an antenna. Those who have an MVPD subscription
can watch local stations in Nashville and Knoxville. But there are a great
many people in the Upper Cumberland who cannot afford a monthly
cable bill. There are still remote areas in the region where cable and
broadband service simply doesn’t exist, Magura says.
“I know it’s hard for people who are sitting in Washington and urban
areas to comprehend that people still need an antenna to be able to
receive only the one station, but it’s a fact,” Magura says.

Educational outreach is also a big priority. The station is a recipient of a CPB Ready to Learn grant, which provides teachers and
educational resources for local school systems, extending the
station’s existing outreach efforts.
Trump administration officials defended the CPB defunding
effort by arguing that taxpayers should not be forced to support
public media and other CPB initiatives. Magura sees that as
misguided given the miniscule yearly cost to individuals (around
$1.35 per person) and the impact that stations like WCTE have
on viewers young and old.
“I really wish I could talk to President Trump,” Magura says. “I
really wish he would let me show him where we live. I wish he
could see the difference this station makes in the lives of the
people we serve. Maybe he would see that funding differently.”
Most of the Upper Cumberland counties supported Trump in the
presidential election by a better than 45% margin. Magura has
heard residents endorse the administration’s focus on cutting
federal spending on many programs, but when she explains that
zeroing-out the CPB means WCTE likely going off the air, the
response changes quickly to “Oh no, we don’t want that,” Magura
says. “We’ve got to make sure that is very clear: as public media
we are not a network, we are public servants.”
If approved, the end of CPB funding would come in the 50th
anniversary year of the founding of PBS and CPB.
“You couldn’t recreate what we have built in these last 50 years
for $1.35 per citizen, but you can protect it for that much,”
Magura says. “To take this (public TV) infrastructure down would
just be a sad day in this country.”
When Magura made her house call to sisters Patricia and Frankie,
the PBS KIDS cartoon Curious George popped onto the screen as
she turned the antenna this way and that to restore the signal.
Magura then explained to the sisters that WCTE now offers three
channels of programming, and they might find something more
interesting by surfing around. But Frankie was adamant.
” ‘No, no, no, I love that little Curious George — you leave it right
there,’ ” Magura recalls Frankie saying. “How would you take that
from them?”

Do you value public broadcasting? Then make YOUR voice heard! Go to protectmypublicmedia.org and sign the petition.
You can also email us at the station and tell us what impact WCTE has made on you and your family at jpitts@wcte.org.
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UCBC Board Member Nina Lunn (L) and WCTE Event Coordinator Jodi Pitts (R)
share a moment with Becky Magura (M) at her 35th Anniversary surprise party.

Photo by Jim Dillon

In March, WCTE held a surprise
party for Becky Magura’s 35 years
with the station. Becky is WCTE’s most recognized face in front of the camera AND she’s a
fearless, dynamic leader behind the scenes to help make us one of the best rural, communityowned PBS stations in the country. We salute all that she does for WCTE and for the region
she loves. Here’s a toast to the next 35 years!

We’ve tweaked this year’s Auction to make it more action-packed than ever!
“‘More of what you love is not just a slogan,” said Jodi Pitts, WCTE’s Event and Auction coordinator. “This year’s Auction is focusing on merchandise that has been the most popular over the
years. We are auctioning items that always have the phones ringing off the hooks, the ones
everybody seems to want.”
“We are also creating more packages comprised of like-items, and not as many individual
pieces. Plus we are auctioning off at least two really BIG trips!
“In addition, we will be revamping the Online Auction at wcte.org (June 8 at 10am - June 22 at
10pm) so that the merchandise does not duplicate the goods and services you see on-air. The
items online will be unique to the Online Auction.”
How to Bid - to bid on items seen on the Great TV Auction, call the number listed on the bottom of your screen during the live broadcast. One of our phone bank operators will be standing by to take your call.
Express Bidding - The fastest and easiest way to bid is to register for an express bid number.
Call the number listed at the bottom of your screen during the Great TV Auction to recieve the
number and to save time during the bidding.
Bid High - the high bid on the board may not necessarily be the last bid. We have about 20
operators taking bids at any given time so bid high and leave the timid bidders behind.
Overbid Incentives - if you bid higher than the posted value of an item, you increase your
chances of winning AND you will receive extra incentives.
May/June 2017 | 5

American Epic Sessions
On the 90th anniversary of its construction,
a team of dedicated filmmakers rebuilds
America’s original electric recording device
- and captures “lightning-in-a-bottle” singletake performances from some of today’s
top musicians.

June 6 - 7pm

JOHNNY MATHIS
Wonderful Wonderful (My Music Presents)
by Shannon Terry,
Membership Coordinator

A

lmost every day I receive calls and
emails from people who are passionate about WCTE and are upset about the
threat to funding for the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB). They understand that CPB provides 40% of WCTE’s
annual budget. Without that funding, the
PBS station this region has supported and
helped build for nearly 40 years would be
at risk.
These passionate people tell me they are
calling their congressmen! They won’t
sit by and watch this happen! And they
always end up asking what else they can
do to help.
So, what else can you do to help? Become
a member, of course! If you are already a
member, encourage friends and family to
donate. We make it easy to give whatever
amount works for you and your budget.
Give daily, monthly, yearly, donate vehicles or include WCTE within your planned
giving portfolio. And don’t forget, WCTE is
a non-profit organization, so your donations are tax deductible.
WCTE is unique thanks to the people who
make up the region it serves. I speak to
a variety of people and members daily,
from major donors to those who give $5
per month or $25 per year – no member
is more important or valued than the
other and each help make WCTE a reality.
Become a member today and encourage
your friends and family to support, volunteer and get involved by visiting wcte.
org. Remember WCTE is YOUR community
owned Upper Cumberland PBS!

sterry@wcte.org or (931) 528-2222, ext 215
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Staged and shot at Las Vegas’ Tropicana Hotel in late
October 2006, this special film finds Mathis headlining a
performance in front of 2,000 fans to commemorate his
half-century in show business. Selections include: “In the
Morning!,” “Misty,” “Secret Love,” “To the Ends of the Earth,”
“99 Miles from L.A.,” “Pure Imagination,” and a medley
devoted to Henry Mancini.

June 11 - 5pm, June 17 - 7pm, June 18 -3pm

JOE BONAMASSA
Live at Carnegie Hall

June 11 - 11:30pm, June 14 - 9pm

In 2016, guitar wizard and blues boy Joe Bonamassa
performed at Carnegie Hall with an eclectic group of
professional musicians, including Tina Guo, Chinese
cellist and erhu player whose repertoire stretches
from classical to heavy metal; and Hossam Ramzy,
Egyptian percussionist and composer who has
played on dozens of movie soundtracks and records..

The 60’s Generation
(My Music)
Essential folk rock, R&B, and pop hits from
the years 1965 to 1969-the era of change,
peace, love, and protest music.

Blood, Sweat & Tears
June 15 - 7pm, June 17 - 9pm, June 18 - 5pm

PAUL SIMON
The Concert in Hyde Park
The legendary Paul Simon takes a gentle stroll
down the road of his classic hits with songs including “Graceland,” “Still Crazy After All These Years,”
“Mother and Child Reunion,” “Kodachrome,” and
“50 Ways to Leave Your Lover,” in this 2-hour special
event shot in London’s Hyde Park.

June 12 - 9pm

1-800-282-9283 or wcte.org/pledge

For More June Membership Listings, see the asterisked programs in the guide, pages 16 - 19.

Photo by Michael LoBiondo Photography

Thank you SUNBELT RENTALS for helping us power our Mobile Production Unit during career days at Warren County Middle School.
Students love to see what things are like on our side of the TV.

REAL BOY
by Shaleece Haas

Real Boy is an intimate story
of a family in transition. As
19-year-old Bennett Wallace
navigates early sobriety, late adolescence, and the evolution of
his gender identity, his mother
makes her own transformation
from resistance to acceptance
of her trans son. Along the
way, both mother and son find
support in their communities,
reminding us that families are
not only given, but chosen.

Thursday, June 15 at 6:30pm

Cookeville Performing Arts Center, 10 East Broad Street, Cookeville, TN

Dates: Dec. 14th - Dec. 19th, 2017
The WCTE Cuba Excursion includes:
*6 days/5 nights in Havana, Cuba plus day trips to neighboring towns.
*Round trip airfare via commercial airline– Atlanta–Havana-Atlanta.
*Casa Particular accommodations in Cuba (Private B&B Style lodging).
*Gratuities to wait staff.
*5 breakfasts, 4 lunches and 4 dinners.
*Ground transportation within Cuba will be provided with professional drivers.
*Our WCTE group will have an experienced, English speaking professional guide
who is knowledgeable on Cuban history, education, arts and more.
*Entrance Fees.
*Medical Insurance.

For more information, go to wcte.org
To book your trip, call 888-978-5215
or email info@culturalcontrast.org

Nov/Dec 2016
May/June
2017 || 77

(L-R) Dr. Hannah Rawiszer, Lance Key and Cindy Putman

L

ance Key is the Instructional Coordinator/Technology and teachers
Integrated 1 and Integrated 2 to 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students
in Putnam County via Distance Learning. He has a B.S. Degree in Math
from Middle Tennessee State University and a Masters Degree in Teaching and Learning from Cumberland University. Lance has taught
mathematics for 10 years.
Having lead the online learning team for the past 3 years at CHS, Lance
is a District Administrator for Google and Compass Learning for Putnam
County and has taught using the blended/flipped model for the past 7
years. He has been charged with developing the instructional technology for Putnam County Schools and specializes in helping teachers
incorporate technology in their classroom.
Lance was named a 2016 PBS Digital Innovator Honoree. Innovators
are known for setting the bar for thoughtful technology integration in
the classroom. These PreK-12 educators are not defined by the gadgets
they use, but by the unique way they approach education. Their bold
and enthusiastic perspective sets them apart as changemakers, and
they unlock new worlds for their students.
Lance was also the PCSS Vital Educator for the 2016-2017 school year.

May’s Guest Millard Oakley

M

illard Oakley and his wife, JJ, have been active and
enthusiastic supporters of education and other efforts to
improve life in the Upper Cumberland for decades. As a testament to their generosity, more than one area building bears
their name.
Millard Oakley graduated in 1947 from Livingston Academy
High School, attended TTU and earned his bachelor’s degree
from Cumberland University School of Law. He is the principal
shareholder of the First National Bank of Tennessee and serves
on its board of directors. He served in the Tennessee General
Assembly, on the Tennessee Board of Regents and is a member
of TTU’s Foundation.

In 2011, he was honored with the Tennessee Board of
Regents’ Award for Excellence in Philanthropy.

Watch Becky’s interview with Millard Oakley
in May, Thursdays at 8:30pm.

Tennessee’s Upper Cumberland

Enjoy the music, food, activities and charm of the Upper Cumberland’s many festivals!
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Daytime
Schedule
(Shows In Blue Begin June 5 in that timeslot)

WCTE’s New
Director of Content
& Digital Media

Weekdays & Ready to Learn
5:00 AM

Sit & Be Fit

5:30 AM

Classical Stretch

6:00 AM

Wild Kratts ( Ready, jet, Go)

12:30 PM Dinosaur Train
1:00 PM Splash and Bubbles
(Ready Jet Go!)

6:30 AM

Ready Jet Go! (Wild Kratts)

1:30 PM

Curious George (Nature Cat)

7:00 AM

Nature Cat

2:00 PM

Nature Cat

7:30 AM

Curious George

8:00 AM

Daniel Tiger (Curious George)

2:30 PM

Ready Jet Go! (Wild Kratts)

n April, WCTE hired Brent Clark to oversee the direction, production and coordination of all
aspects of on-air and online content, create digital strategy, head up the station’s contractbased production services (Creative Services), and to refine and develop our programming
to best reflect the special nature of the Upper Cumberland.

8:30 AM

Daniel Tiger

3:00 PM

Odd Squad (Wild Kratts)

9:00 AM

Splash and Bubbles (Daniel Tiger)

3:30 PM

Cyberchase

9:30 AM

Sesame Street (Splash & Bubbles)

4:00 PM

Wild Kratts (Odd Squad)

10:30 AM Bob the Builder (Sesame Street)

4:30 PM

Arthur

Brent‘s experience includes working as a Project Producer for Turner Broadcasting (TBS).
There he managed production-related projects for entertainment and animation, news,
and young adults and kids’ networks including CNN and CNN.com; TBS, TNT, Turner Classic
Movies and truTV; Cartoon Network and Adult Swim; and Turner Sports. Brent also worked
as a freelance manager for Country Music Television (CMT) in print and off-air, managing
graphical elements for CMT.

5:00 PM

Mathline

11:30 AM Thomas & Friends (Super Why)

5:30 PM

Nightly Business Report

12:00 PM Sesame Street (Peg + Cat)

6:00 PM

PBS NewsHour

Brent has served on both cable industry and community boards. He was ranked “Chapter
Leader of the Year” in 2011 by Women in CableTelecommunications (WICT). He earned a
Global Executive MBA from the Georgia Institute of Technology and a master of science from
Columbia University.

5:00 AM

I

“I started out as an actor,” reflected Brent. “I worked on-stage in Atlanta for 10 years and then
moved to LA for acting gigs. I worked in a non-speaking role as a Capital Police Officer for
Martin Sheen on The West Wing and as a featured extra role on the short lived sitcom The
Geena Davis Show, but after one year, moved back to Atlanta taking The Midnight Train to
Georgia to accept a position at Turner Entertainment Group.”
“My parents retired in 2000 and moved from Alpharetta, Ga. to Sparta. They purchased two
side-by-side farms and converted it to a cattle farm. I moved to Sparta in 2013 to be closer to
family and to start working at CMT. My parents, sister, grandmother and I all live on the farm.”
“I’d been checking the employment site at WCTE on a regular basis. When I spotted the
Director of Content and Digital Media position, I immediately reached out. After speaking
with Becky, I was captivated by her passion, commitment, energy and leadership qualities.”
“I’m extremely grateful for this opportunity. With lots of hard work, and by applying what
I’ve learned over the years working at cable networks, I’m confident I can help our leadership
team and staff strategically position the station for growth, offering our viewers the highest
quality programming in public broadcasting!”

10:00 AM Dinosaur Train (Splash & Bubbles)
11:00 AM	Super Why (Sesame Street)

Saturdays
12:00 PM Taste of LA with Chef John Folse

Missy Kane’s Fit & Fun

5:30 AM	Bob the Builder
(Thomas & Friends)

12:30 PM Chef’s Life

6:00 AM

Daniel Tiger (Bob the Builder)

1:00 PM

6:30 AM

Daniel Tiger

1:30 PM	Tennessee Crossroads

7:00 AM

Splash and Bubbles
(Daniel Tiger)

2:00 PM	Tennessee Wildside

7:30 AM

Curious George
(Splash & Bubbles)

2:30 PM	Live Green Tennessee

8:00 AM

Nature Cat (Curious George)

8:30 AM

Ready Jet Go! (Nature Cat)

9:00 AM
9:30 AM

America’s Test Kitchen

3:00 PM

Volunteer Gardener

3:30 PM

Mind of a Chef

Wild Kratts (Ready Jet Go!)

4:00 PM

America’s Heartland

This Old House

4:30 PM	Motorweek

10:00 AM Ask This Old House

5:00 PM Sewing w Nancy

10:30 AM	Various Woodworking
Shows

5:30 PM

Fons and Porter’s
Love of Quilting

11:00 AM	Rick Steves’ Europe
11:30 AM Lidia’s Kitchen

6:00 PM	Lawrence Welk

Sundays
10:00 AM Clifford the Big Red Dog

5:00 AM

Missy Kane’s Fit & Fun

5:30 AM

Dinosaur Train

6:00 AM

Sesame Street

6:30 AM

Daniel Tiger

7:00 AM

Splash & Bubbles
(Daniel Tiger)

7:30 AM

Curious George
(Splash & Bubbles)

8:00 AM

Nature Cat (Curious George)

8:30 AM

Ready Jet Go! (Nature Cat)

9:00 AM

Wild Kratts (Ready Jet Go!)

2:00 PM	Classic Gospel

9:30 AM

Odd Squad (Wild Kratts)

3:00 PM - 7:00 PM - Various PBS Shows

(Odd Squad)
10:30 AM Twice as Good
11:00 AM	Dr. Bob Show
11:30 AM	Various Shows
12:00 PM	Charlie Rose: The Week
12:30 PM	To the Contrary/Bonnie Erbe
1:00 PM	Lawrence Welk Show
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Primetime / May 1 - 11
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*Schedule subject to change

Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Victorian Slum House
Tuesdays, May 2 - 30
VICTORIAN SLUM HOUSE takes viewers back to the British
slums of the 1800s, where a group of modern day families,
couples and individuals recreate life in London’s East End as
their forbearers once lived between 1860-1900. Faced with
the virtually impossible task of earning enough money to
pay the rent and put food on the table, over five episodes
the participants experience first-hand the tough living and
working conditions endured by the millions that made up
the urban poor in Victorian Britain.
May 2 - The 1860s - Follow participants as they move into
an1860s tenement made up of sparse rooms, a shared water
pump and outhouses. They seek to make a living by matchbox making, wood turning and the rag trade, work once
done by their impoverished forebears.
May 9 - The 1870s - Witness a dire economic depression
heightened by the arrival of Irish migrants seeking work.
Daily, the slum dwellers toil to fulfill clothing orders and
make artificial flowers for factories. Some won’t be able to
settle their debts.
May 16 - The 1880s - Despite high unemployment and
intolerable conditions, people flock to London, desperate
for work. When curious upper-class visitors are permitted
to visit the slum as tourists, the participants realize how
precarious their situation truly is.
May 23 - The 1890s - Enter the 1890s, when mass manufacturing and social reform offer a bit of hope for some of the
residents, while others are plagued by a water shortage that
dashes hopes for a promising laundry business.
May 30 - The 1900s - Observe the social changes the slum
dwellers face as they move into the 20th century. A few
families prosper, but others continue to face the poverty endemic in Britain. See what steps are finally taken to alleviate
the plight of the poor. ore the details, visit soundbreaking.
May/Junel 2017 | 11

Primetime / May 12 - 22
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Tuesdays, May 16 - 30
Executive produced by T Bone Burnett, Robert Redford and
Jack White, the three part documentary AMERICAN EPIC takes
us on a journey across time to the birth of modern music,
when the musical strands of a diverse nation first intermingled,
sparking a cultural renaissance that forever transformed the
future of music and the world.
Two British filmmakers, Bernard MacMahon and Allison McGourty, have pieced together this extraordinary story set in the
late 1920s, when record company talent scouts toured America
with a recording machine and for the first time captured the
raw expression of emerging cultures. It democratized music
and gave a voice to the poorest in the nation.
The filmmakers follow the recording machine’s trail across
the United States to rediscover the families whose recordings
would lead to the development of blues, country, gospel,
Hawaiian, Cajun and folk music — without which there would
be no rock, pop, R&B or hip hop today. Over three episodes,
the remarkable lives of these seminal musicians are revealed
through previously unseen film footage, unpublished photographs and exclusive interviews with some of the last living
witnesses to that era, when musical styles from across the
country first emerged, sparking a cultural revolution whose
reverberations are felt to this day.
In addition to the broadcast, AMERICAN EPIC will include
companion music releases. Sony Music’s Legacy Recordings
will release a companion series of archival recordings, featuring
groundbreaking audio restoration of 1920s and 1930s recordings by Lo-Max Films, Nick Bergh and Peter Henderson. Third
Man Records will release a deluxe box of vinyl records.
May/June 2017 | 13

Primetime / May 23 - June 2
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Troubled Waters
Wednesday, May 31
Water. Turn on the faucet and it’s always there. Without it
we perish. But how safe is our tap water? TROUBLED WATERS
investigates how the water disaster in Flint, Michigan has
brought to light a disturbing truth about the vulnerabilities
of water systems across the country. Narrated by Joe Morton,
this eye-opening new one-hour documentary by the PBS science series NOVA—produced by WGBH Boston—investigates
exactly what went wrong in Flint.
The evidence in Flint was undeniable. Flint’s municipal water
system was contaminated with lead, exposing thousands of
children to the risk of lifelong intellectual deficits and behavioral problems.
But it didn’t stop there. The unique Flint water chemistry had
one more deadly secret. The corroded iron in the pipes reacted with the chlorine in the water, making the chlorine unable
to disinfect the water. The result was the growth of Legionella,
the bacteria responsible for Legionnaire’s disease.
From the delicate intricacies of water chemistry to the biology
of lead poisoning to the engineering challenge of replacing a
ravaged water system, NOVA uses the lens of science to peer
into the complex crisis, and to explore what it means for our
nation’s infrastructure.
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Primetime / June 3 - 13
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

The Story of China
Begins Tuesday, June 20
Historian Michael Wood’s one-of-a-kind adventure navigates
China from prehistory to the present in a six-part series exploring the 4,000-year history of China, home to more than
a billion people and an emerging global superpower.
This stunning film goes deep into China’s breathtaking landscapes to find the people and stories that have helped create
China’s distinctive character and genius for more than four
millennia. Wood treks through the deserts of the Silk Road,
visiting the ancient cities of Louyang and Kaifeng, and to the
modern metropolises of Beijing and Shanghai.
From the First Emperor to the Mongols and from the Opium
Wars to the Communist Revolution, Wood paints vivid pictures
of some of the great characters of Chinese history, not just
emperors but scientists, poets, rebels and novelists as well.
Viewers meet the intrepid Buddhist traveler Xuanzang, the
great woman poet Li Qingzhao, and Su Song — China’s Leonardo da Vinci. Wood captures the essence of key dynasties of
China — from its first empire, the Shang, dating from 1500 B.C.,
through its last, the Qing, which ruled from 1644 to 1911. The
series concludes with the great rebellions of the 19th century
that led to the rise of Mao Zedong and shows viewers the living culture of China today, from intimate family celebrations to
vast communal rituals in the Yellow River plain.
“China’s contributions to the world’s scientific, technological
and cultural achievements are substantial,” said Wood, who
also serves as a producer on the series. “With the building
of the Grand Canal as early as 605, China began to emerge
as an economic power. Trade with the West on the Silk Road
expanded its early influence as other developments — including the first printed money, a magnetic compass, gun powder
and an astronomical clock — furthered China’s global impact
in ways that touch our lives even today.”
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Primetime / June 14 - 24
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Prime Suspect: Tennison
Begins Sunday, June 25
Behind every great detective is a backstory. MASTERPIECE
dials back the clock to spotlight the influences that turned
22-year-old rookie policewoman Jane Tennison into the
savvy, single-minded crime fighter beloved by PRIME
SUSPECT viewers over the course of seven seasons. Starring
Stefanie Martini (Doctor Thorne) in the iconic role immortalized by Helen Mirren, PRIME SUSPECT: TENNISON airs in
three riveting 90-minute episodes.
Tied to murder, gambling, narcotics, prostitution, and highstakes break-ins, the Bentleys and their underworld rivals
give Jane a crash course in the gritty realities of police
work—an experience that is all the more challenging because she is a young woman trying to make it in the sexist
culture of the force.
Set in 1973 amid the sounds of the pop tunes of the day,
our story opens with Jane, a newly minted WPC (Woman
Police Constable), performing her probationary stint at
Hackney Police Station in East London. Relegated to traffic
duty, dispatching, and other routine chores—in addition to
serving tea—she gets her big break when a murder case of
a young girl calls for an all-hands-on-deck investigation.
So commences Jane’s real education. The case officer
discovers that she is an eager learner and an indispensable
assistant for any task that comes up: from observing an autopsy to surreptitiously gathering clues while comforting
the victim’s parents. Not to mention, irresistibly attractive.
The murder victim is a young prostitute and drug addict
from a respectable middle-class family. The case is more
complicated than it appears, with baffling wounds on the
corpse, signs of captivity and bondage, and a widening
circle of potential suspects.
PRIME SUSPECT: TENNISON is based on the bestselling novel
TENNISON by Lynda La Plante CBE. Lynda La Plante was
awarded the Edgar Allan Poe Award by the Mystery Writers
of America for her novel.
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Primetime / June 25 - 30
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FROM WCTE
RUN FOR YOUR MAMA
5K Double Pump
May 13

WCTE GREAT TV AUCTION
Live Streaming from Anywhere!
June 1- 4 and 8 -11

STATIONS OF IMAGINATION
at Cookeville’s Fall FunFest
September 9

BLUES & BREWS CRAFT BEER FESTIVAL
October 21

HAUNTED HALF 13.1
October 21 (Half Marathon)

For more info, go to wcte.org

wcte.org/calendar

Linda Johnson

Maria Parris

Stop by our lobby and see some outstanding art provided by four members of
the Tennessee Craft Plateau Chapter. Linda Johnson (Clay), Margaret Alexander
Blum (Wood), Mariah Parris (Water Colors) and Jessica Hagar (Textiles).
This art will be featured in our lobby for the months of May and June.

Send the “Who, What, When, Where,” along
with the accompanying graphics, to

psa@wcte.org

All submissions will be reviewed before
appearing on the calendar.
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oanne Froggatt, who stole the hearts of millions of viewers as
Anna, the loving and resilient lady’s maid on Downton Abbey,
stars in a totally different role in a spine-tingling two-part
drama on MASTERPIECE. Dispensing death from the spout of a
warm teapot, Froggatt plays the notorious poisoner Mary Ann
Cotton, in Dark Angel.
Directed by Emmy award-winner Brian Percival (Downton Abbey),
written by Golden Globe nominee Gwyneth Hughes (The Girls)
and inspired by the book Mary Ann Cotton: Britain’s First Female
Serial Killer by noted criminologist David Wilson, Dark Angel dramatizes the events that drew a troubled woman ever deeper into
a career of casual murder, while her loved ones and friends, who
were also her victims, never suspected a thing.
Born in North East England in 1832, a child of the coal fields, Mary
Ann Cotton grew up in poverty with the dream of escaping the
hard life of a miner’s family, a goal she came tantalizingly close to
achieving. Her chosen means were her good looks, sexual allure,
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and the dirty secret of nineteenth-century suspicious deaths:
arsenic, which is tasteless and easily disguised in a cup of tea.
For authorities, the problem was that arsenic poisoning, if done
skillfully, mimicked the symptoms of two of the major public
health scourges of the day; typhoid fever and cholera. The passing of a child or husband after a week of severe stomach pains,
convulsions, and other portents of disease was all too common
-- and even less surprising when several members of the same
household succumbed.
Mary Ann did tempt fate by taking out a modest insurance policy
on her intended victims, whenever possible, but she inadvertently
hit on the major success strategies of a serial killer: keep moving,
be charming, and exude self confidence. And along with others
in this line of criminality, her body count can never be certain; the
current best estimate is at least thirteen, ranking her far above her
Victorian male counterpart, Jack the Ripper.
Female serial killers are so rare that criminologists continue to
debate what makes them tick. Is it a thirst for power, a desire for
material gain, or a sadistic delight in undermining gender stereotypes when they ask, “Why don’t I make you a nice cup of tea?”
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CAB & UCBC Meetings
The Community Advisory Board is scheduled to meet on Tue., May 9 at
noon in the WCTE Downtown Office Conference Room (1 S Jefferson,
Ste. 204, Cookeville, TN 38501).
The Upper Cumberland Broadcast Council meets in the 4th floor
conference room of the First Tennessee Bank building located at 345
S Jefferson Ave, Cookeville, TN 38501. Their next scheduled meeting is
Thursday, May 25.
Meetings of the Board of Directors of the Upper Cumberland Broadcast Council, committees of the Board, and the Community Advisory
Board are generally open to the public, although certain meetings, or
portions of meetings, may be closed in order to address confidential or
proprietary matters.
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